Good to know!

- **Lines L6, 30 and the N1 night bus remain unchanged.**

- **The Robertsau shuttle is withdrawn.**
  To get to the Sainte-Anne clinic, take tram E to Robertsau L’Escale and change to line 70 until the Robertsau Renaissance terminus (buses run every 15 to 20 minutes).
  Lines 30 and 72 also go to the Sainte-Anne clinic A&E department.
  The Kempf and Angle stops are withdrawn. Go to the Saint-François, Coehorn or Robertsau L’Escale stops to find a bus or a tram line.

- **The L’Escale bus stop on the 70 line is renamed Jean Hermann.**

- **Service in the Wantzenau business park remains unchanged and is provided by Flex’hop 72.**
  Find all the service operation information on cts-strasbourg.eu

**Where to buy your travel pass?**

- On the CTS mobile app
- At the online CTS agency available on cts-strasbourg.eu
- At CTS representatives: find your nearest representative on cts-strasbourg.eu or on the CTS app.
- At Crédit Mutuel or CIC ATMs
- At vending machines at the tram stations and bus lines G, L1, L3 and L6

**Handy Information**

Starting in September 2019, the school circuit La Wantzenau - Lycée Marc Bloch will also be available on Saturday.
From Monday 17th June 2019, tram line E is extended to the heart of la Robertsau to connect the neighborhood more easily to the rest of the Strasbourg urban area. The bus network is changing to suit the updates.

**ROBERTSAU AREA**

**L1 Lingolsheim Alouettes <> Robertsau Lamproie**
- The L1 terminus is now at Robertsau Lamproie.
- On the section Robertsau Lamproie-Boecklin, line 15 replaces line L1

**15 République <> Bœcklin**
- Line 15a is renamed line 15.
- The route is modified to serve Bœcklin station.
- It connects the East of the neighborhood to the centre of la Robertsau.
- The stops located between Baillis and Robertsau Sainte-Anne are served by lines L6 30 or 72.

**70 Robertsau Renaissance <> Poteries**
- Line 70 is now running on Sundays and holidays: from 10 am to 8 pm, around every 45 minutes on Sunday between Robertsau Renaissance and Poteries.
- The route is unchanged.

**NEW TERMINUS**

**LA WANTZENAU AREA**

**72 République <> La Wantzenau Le Golf/ La Wantzenau ZA**
- Line 72 is simplified and keeps the same route throughout the week. It currently serves La Wantzenau <> République including weekends and holidays to enable access to Strasbourg city centre.
- The service is strengthened during the week: a bus approximately every half hour.
- It serves all stops on the route.

**PLEASE NOTE**
Connections with trains at La Wantzenau station are organised on weekdays to allow quick connection with Strasbourg city centre.
Within the Strasbourg Eurometropole, travel at no extra cost on TER lines with your CTS pass*.

**NEW**

**Evening Taxibus Service**
- The Taxibus Nord service is modified to service evenings in the Robertsau Chasseurs area and La Wantzenau.
- After 9:30 pm, every day, the Taxibus Nord takes relay from lines 30 and 72 that don’t run evenings to get back to these areas.
- Small capacity vehicles pick you up from the République station, at a fixed time, and drop you at the stop of your choice (service beyond Robertsau Sainte-Anne).
- The Taxibus service is accessible with a CTS travel pass. Find all the service operation information on cts-strasbourg.eu